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Romantic literatnre, especially in its interna- 
tional relations; further of a Byron scholar, 
whose profound knowledge of his subject was 
based on a wide reading to which his unri- 
valled Byron library forms a striking testi- 
mony; and last but not least, of a man whose 
sterling qualities of character, devotion to 
duty, kindliness of disposition, and readiness 
to promote the intellectual efforts and sym- 
pathies in the personal well-being of others, 
will remain perpetually enshrined in the hearts 
and memories of his pupils and friends. 

F. H. PUGHE. 
Breslau. 

BRIEF MENTION. 
Friedrich Kluge's new quarterly, the Zeil. 

schriftfiur deutsche Worlforschung, has made 
its appearance. The first issue, dated May, 
1goo, contains on eighty large octavo pages 
some thirty contributions to word-history, ety- 
mology, semasiology, and kindred subjects. 
Word-history receives the largest share of at- 
tention. The most notable contribution is 
Richard M. Meyer's discussion of the history 
of the word Ubermensch, from its first ap- 
pearance in the Urfautsi, to the present day, 
and the evolution of the conception underlying 
it, from its primitive form in antiquity to its 
remarkable culmination with Nietzsche; though 
assailable in some of its details, the article is 
a model of thoughtful and scholarly Worn- 
forschung. Friedrich Kluge discusses the origin 
of the student term Philis/er, and adduces new 
evidence from a manuscript volume in the 
Jena University library; he also publishes a 
soldiers' song of i6o8, containing a number of 
terms from the rogues' jargon, a dictionary of 
which he is about to publish. Selmar Klee- 
mann gives an extensive list of students' slang 
terms from the literature of the eighteenth 
century. E. Wolfflin finids the word Glocke as 
early as the seventh century, in Latini writings 
(clocca, gloccurn). There are minor articles 
on word-history by W. Creizenach (auftischen, 
Interesse, Lessing's opinion of certain words 
and word-forms: Vor/rab, Nach/rab, ade, 
denken=-opinari, the endinig -aner), A. Kopp 
(Blaus/rumnpfi), H. Kletiz (Gdnseficsschen), F. 
Wrede (Sommlzerfrische), J. Minor (bekleiden), 
H. Klenz (Katzenjarnmter), Dr. Kant (Rechen= 
En/erich). A few etymological notes by H. 
Schuchardt deal with Stube, KIcchen, Wirne,j 
V,-hAirk,i T. Minor nuoteq inqtanreq of th}e I 

use of man/schen in South Germany, and elu- 
cidates the meaning of eral/inen (Urfaust) by 
a passage from one of Eichendorffs poems; 
0. Behagliel discusses the origin of Stroh- 
wit/wer; Creizenach publishes part of a poem 
of I555 in support of R. Hildebrand's explana- 
tion of dutrchfallen, and quotes an observation 
by Rabener on the use of ein==alis (eim Mans 
wie). The articles on the semasiology of cer. 
tain phrases (P. Pietsch: KCein dank dazu 
haben and irn Stich lassen; I. Bolte: einetm 
den Gorgen singen) are the least satisfactory 
of all; none of them carries conviction. 

In the field of word-formation Behaghel 
contributes interesting articles on Nouns de- 
rived from Verbs, and on the Formative Suffix 
-er; and Kluge discusses the ending -enser. 
A. Gombert proves conclusively J. H. Campe's 
authorslhip of the Neue Froschinmusler (at- 
tributed by G6deke, Grundlriss,2 ii. 509 to Sten- 
gel); the publication of this paper in Klluge's 
journal is apparently due solely to the fact that 
Gombert's evidence is derived from Campe's 
dictionaries.-A numnber of OHG. glosses 
fotund by A. Holder, notes by F. Kluge on 
some of the Trier glosses, and two passages 
quoted by Selmar Kleemaniii from eighteenitlh 
century writers, oti account of their bearing 
on the excessive uise of foreign words at that 
time, complete the contents of the number. 
The journal is printed in handsome German 
type, on excelletit paper. It has the advantage 
of a practically clear field of its ownI and can- 
not fail, in the hands of its distinguished 
editor, to concentrate anid to give an additional 
impulse to the rapidly growing activity in the 
domain of lexicology. 

An important and most welcome biblio- 
graphical publication is announced for igor: A. 
L. Jellinek, assisted by F. Dietrich, E. Roth, 
and M. Grolig, is preparing, as a supplement 
to the Bibliographie dierdeulschen Zeifschrift- 
enz-Literalur, a Bibliograpizie der deulschen 
Rezensionen. rhe editors will include in their 
list reviewvs of books in whatever field of human 
knowledge, but will confine their attention to 
periodicals written in German. To facilitate 
referetice, thie reviews will be arranged in the 
alphabetical order of their authors, and there 
will be an index of suibjects. The work is to 
be continued in regular anniual volumes, and 
will be a welcome aid to scholars in all de- 
partments of learning. 
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